Plant and Equipment Solution
Managing plant asset costs correctly is a vital part of plant hire and construction site management. Plant assets are notoriously difficult to manage from
a financial perspective. Not only is there depreciation but also plant repair, servicing, diesel, operator and tax considerations. Whimbrel has developed
a cloud based plant and equipment management solution that can be configured around your company’s requirements.
Whimbrel’s plant and equipment solution has the following features:
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Diesel consumption and oil costs
Manage the company’s equipment fleet register
Creates service, wear checks and general job cards
Control the equipment servicing including historical data on past services
Alerts to order kits for machine services
Calculate minimum hours, breakdown hours, rain time, operator and invoice hours
Whimbrel is cloud based and can be accessed from multiple sites
Limits user access to certain fields and viewing of reports requires the correct permissions
Specilised plant invoicing module
Plant location, utilization and productivity
Stores and parts dispatch management: books machine parts into stores and out of stores onto job cards
Activity based costing – calculating an hourly cost rate for each item of equipment
Revenue vs. cost reports with details of the profit or loss on each item of equipment
Custom designed reports
Depreciation, operator and general repair costs
Shared plant asset registers between site, customers and the plant department
All reports can be exported to Microsoft Excel with all the formatting automated

Reports
•

Detailed plant report – includes charge hours, plant status, income, machine hours, diesel cost, diesel consumption and plant manager’s
authorization.

•

Summary plant report – includes charge hours, income, machine hours, diesel cost and diesel consumption.

•

All reports can be exported to Microsoft Excel with a generic or specific formatting included

•

Plant and fleet register – adds new fleet items, monitors operators, machine hours and services.

•

Wage report – controls timesheets including hours worked, rate type, machine operated and site occupied.

•

Cost vs. revenue report – manages income, costs, profit or loss and cost per machine hour

•

Utilisation report – monitors the productivity and utilization of the machines

Navigation
•

Example of a customer’s application setup and navigation screen. Our system is customised to suit a company’s requirements and processes.

Summary
Growing your business requires the right software solutions to ensure good communication between the different software applications. Having a single
integrated management information system across your enterprise is a necessity.
Business Analysis
The business analysis must be correct to ensure successful software projects. Whimbrel specialises in identifying business problems while taking into
account long term goals.
Whimbrel takes responsibility for identifying changing needs, developing and configuring the software to suit these needs, whilst supporting the
business through-out the implementation process.
Change Management
Whimbrel recognises that successful implementation of software solutions can only be achieved through good change management, an emphasis is
also placed on improving financial management and control. This ensures that improvements in both productivity and collaboration are achieved.
From the beginning of the project we strive to ensure that all stakeholders are fully engaged. Change is not comfortable for many people; a company’s
workforce will need both help and an improvement in skills to handle change. The challenge is getting people on board by managing resistance
effectively, thereby ensuring the required changes are implemented efficiently.
Leadership and Skills Development
Whimbrel’s software services include training and mentoring of key personnel to prepare them for leadership roles within the new software
environment.
We will act as a skills development facilitator within the organisation. This includes assisting personnel to develop their core financial and management
skills.

